Research Project to Automate Cataloging of Internet
Resources Seeks Partic@ants Worldwide
The OCLC Office of Research is seeking participants for a
project to explore the cooperative creation and sharimg by
libraries ofmetadata4ab about data. The Cooperative Online
Resource Catalog (CORC) project is designed to help both
libraries and OCLC cope with the vast amount of material
becoming available on the World Wide Web. Libraries,
museums, archives, publishers and other institutim that face
similar problems with the pmproliferiition of resources on the Web
are invited to participate. Additional information and
applications are available via Email at corc@oclc.org.
Among the goals of the project: producing HTML pages
suitable for use on library portal sites, providing the abilityto
mix local and shared infdon,
allowing easy upgrading of
records, sharing and minimizing link maintenance, and
providing automated support for metadata creation and
maintenance. The project will build upon OCLC's prior
&ties in creating Internet resource databasesthrough such
pmjects as the OCLC NetFiust and Intercat databases, but the
CORC project will rely more heavily on automated means to
build its database. BothNetFiust and JnterCat records will be
used jnitially to seed the CORC database. OCLC's pioneering
work with metadata will also come into play in the project.
Both I11USMARC cataloging and an enhanced Dublin Core
metadata mode will be used (the Dublin Core is a 15-element
metadata set intended to f a c i i t e discovq of electronic
resources @~Jlpur1.orghneWdublinlincor~. The
underlying engine of CORC, originally developed for the
OCLC Sitesearch 4.0 software, will automatically catalog
resouma on the Web. It includes sophisticatedharvesting and
automated description capabiities developed in OCLCs
Scorpion reseaxch project
Type Code Editing Capability Expanded
The "Type of Record" code (USMARC ~ 1 0 6 is)the
one-character alphabetic code that helps differentiate most
records for various bibliographic formats. When a record in
WorldCat has an incorrect Type Code, searches qualitid by
format do not yield accurate results. Recmt changes in
USMARC due to format integration-reflecting the shift toward
coding bibliographic record Type Codes for record content
rather thanphysical carrier--have resulted in an increased need
fa h i e s to edit Type Codes. Until now, the O W system
has limited users' abilityto change Type Codes within a given
bihliograpbic format (for instmce, i/j or g/k/r/o) only. All Type
Code changes between bibliographic formats and all Type
Code changes to WorldCat master records had to be reported
to OCLC, where they were done within 24 hours of receipt
Beginning immeiiiely, OCLC Passport software users with
any authorhiionlevel Ijmited and above can change the Type
Code onallunlocked or locally edited bibliographic records to
6

any other validType Code value. This allows users to continue
work on such records without serious disrnption ofwor!dow.
OCLC encourages users to continue reporting Type Code
changes as before (by phone, electronically, or on paper), so
thatmaster records in WorldCat can be corrected. To Change
a m e Code:
1. Overtype the incorrect Type Code with the correct one.
2. Press cF11>. The record redisplays with the kd-field
mnemonics
of the new Twe
' of Record. Fuaher editine ofthe
redisplaycd fixed field (and possibly other elements in h e
m r d ) is n e m s q before the record will pass validadon. This
enhancement will be included in OCLC CatME for Windows
1.10 and CJK software 3.0. OCLC expects to release these
new versions of software in early 1999.

.

ConfenfsNote E&g

-

Capa6iIily

*

OCLC has long encouraged users to enrich bibliographic
r m d s by adding contents notes to records without them. The
addition of a contents note results in a Database Enrichment
credit Because contents notes are often lengthy and involved,
typographical errors are common. These errors are easy to
overlook and, with the advent of keyword searchimg of notes,
may hinder access. Until now, FuU mode users have been
prevented fiom correcting contents notes and must instead
report any errors to OCLC. Beginning immediately, OCLC
users with authorization level Full and above will be able to
lock and replacerecords to edit contents notes (USMARC field
505). This allows the correction of tpographical errors in
contents notes, as well as the filling in of incomplete contents
notes, withoutreporhgthose records to OCLC. Such replaces
will result in a Database Enrichment credit when the
institution's symbol does not already appear in the 040 field
Users can continue to add contents notes to records thar lack
them,but m o t addadditional 505 fields. AU other Database
Enrichment edits continue to be allowed in conjunction with
this change. Please see the Cataloging User Guide, 2nd
edition, Chapter 6 for details on locking and replacing records
and on Database Enrichment This new capability is now
automaticallyavailableto wm of OCLC CatME for Widows,
OCLC CJK software, and OCLC Passport software users
without workstation s o h a r e changes.

Joan Mitchell to HeadForest Press
G-my Houk vice presidenL OCLC Savices, has annolmced thar

Joan Mitchell, chief editor ofthe Dewey Decimal Classikation
(DDC) since 1993, will succeed Peter Paulson as executive
director and editor-in-chief of OCLC Forest Press. Mr.
Paulson bas anuounced plans toretire on Dec. 31,1998. In the
interim, Ms. MitcheU will serve as deputy director. In
conjunction with the m m p n e n t change, by June 1999 OCLC
Faest Press o5ces will be relocated fiom Albany, New York,
to OCLCs headqin Dublio, Ohio. Under Ms. Mitchell's
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editorial leadership, the DDC has been published in new lidl
and abridged print editions, and in an annual electronic version,
Daveyfor Windows. The DDC is updated continuouslyon the
Dewey home page (http:/hvww.oclc.org~oclc/~~. Ms.
Mitchell has also been working with OCLC's Office of
Research and others to explore new uses of the DDC in the
eIecfmnic environment Mr. Paulson has led Forest Press since
1985 and has overseen the evolution of the DDC ftom
print-only to both print and elmanic formats. OCLC Forest
Press, a division of OCLC since 1988, publishes the Dewey
Decimal Classification. The DDC is used by more than
200,000 hbraries around the world.

Greg McKinney Named Director, Conversion Services
Division
Greg McKinuey, manager of OCLC's Conversion Services
Deparhnent since 1993, has been promoted to director,
Conversion Services Division. He will direct the OCLC
RetroCon services in Dublin and Washington Court House,
Ohio, and OCLC CJK RetroCon services. He will also be
respmible for OCLC Authority Control and OCLC Batchload
services. MI. McKinuey was promoted to a mmgement
position shortiy &er he joined OCLC in 1980. In addition to
his management responsibilitiesover the 220 RetroCon s W
he served as project manager for the live-year conversion of
m a e h 5 million monograph and serial titles in 46 Harvard
Unhsiity library units. The project, the largest in the history
of canputerid catalogs, was completed in 1997. From 1994
to 1998, hewas manager ofthe conversion of 1.8 million titles
ftom the Bodleian Libmy's post-1920 collection at the
University of Oxford in England. During his tenure with
R&cCon, his staffconverted over 55 million records for nearly
900 libraries globally. MI. McKinuey received his bachelor's
degree in business administration from Ohio State University
in 1986 and has done graduate work toward a master's degree
in business a&i&mtion.

the first t a m in each subdivision, allowing children, parents,
teachers and children's librarians to locate material quickly and
easily. Subject Headings for Children is recommended for
school and public libraries that use Library of Congress
juvenile subject headings.

W I N E T Online Libraries to Use OCLC Cataloging Services
SABINET Online, an OCLC distributor in South Affica, and
OCLC have a~~uncedplans
for SABINET Online libraries to
migrate on a national level to the OCLC Cataloging service.
Under the plan:
A telecommunications link will be established between
SABINET Online's system in Centurion, South M c a , and
OCLC's corporateheadquarters in Dublin, Ohio.
SACat (the South Affican union catalog) holdings will be
added to WorldCat (the OCLC Online Union Catalog).
SABINET Online libraries will have access both to the
SACat mounted locally in Centurion and to the OCLC
Cataloging system. The agreement provides for the 400-plus
client libraries of SABINET Online to become users of OCLC
Cataloging services and to participate in OCLC programs.
OCLC will provide state-of-the-art workstations to the first
implementing libraries under the OCLC Workstation
Replacement program. SABINET was founded in 1983 as a
not-for-profit organization dedicated to improving the
information fiastructure in Southem f i i c a and became an
OCLC international dism%utor in 1995. SABINET Online,
which took over the operational activities fiom SABINET in
January 1997, is based in Centurion in the province of
Gauteng, South Affica (http://m.sabinet.co.zai). SACat,
South Africa's union catalog residing on the SABINET Online
system, consists presently of approximately 3 million records
and is used for copy c a t a l e holdings addition, downloading
of records into local libraries' catalogs, etc.

Hand Conservato~Mwic Library Enters 40 Millionth
Record into Worldcat

Subject Headingsfor Children, Second Edition, Available
OCLC Forest Press announces publication of a new and
updated edition of Subject Headings for Children, edited by
Lois Winkel. More than 5,000 new Library of Congress
subjat headings have been added to the list, making the edition
current through April 1998. Volume 1 ofthe two-volume set
provides a list of childreds subject headings taken fiom Library
of Congress authority files with abridged Dewey numbers
added The source for the Dewey numbers is Abridged Edition
13 (published in 1997) and its updating service, DC& Dewey
Decimal Classi6cation, Additions, Notes and Decisions
(through Val. 6, no. 1, 1997). The abridged edition was
chosen because it is used most often by public and schwl
libraries for children's materials. Volume 2, the Keyword
Index, lists the main words in the subject headings, as well as

The Harid ConservatotyMusicLibrary, in Boca Raton, Florida,
enteredthe40 millinahbibliographic record into WorldCat on
Oct 4,1998. The record was for 'Ballade Celtique," a music
score for a solo harp piece, written by Denise Megevand, and
published in Paris, France, in 1973. The Harid Conservatory
Music Libraryhas a collection of some 11,000 volumes. The
HaridConwvatayMusic Division is a college-level program
for students who have had extensive music training. The
program focuses on rigorous professional performance training
in solo, chamber and orchestral music, and offers a full
undergraduate curriculum leading to the Bachelor of
Music--Performance degree, as well as a post-baccalaureate
program leading to the Professional Studies Diploma The
music division is an accredited institutional member of the
National Association of Schools of Music. The Harid
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Conservatory Music Library is a member ofthe Southeastern
Librrny Network (SOLTNET).

BTJ and OCLC Work ~ o ~ e t hto
e rRestore Catalog of Rare
Materials in Swedish Library
Bibliote!&jbt (BTJ), OCLCs distributor in Sweden, and the
OCLC TechPro service are working together to restore the
catalog of rare materials fiom the main public library of
Limkoping, Sweden, which burned to the ground Sept 20,
1996, after an armchair in a locked office caught on fire. The
Old Collection-which dates to the 13th centmy and consists of
225,000 volumes and 2,300 manuscripts in history, religion,
law and fiction--was kept in the basement and spared, but its
catalog was destroyed. Construction has begun on the Old
Collection's new home on the site of the old library, with
completion scheduled for early2000. The L'mkiiping staffhave
already sent several thousand photocopies oftitle pages to the
OCLC TechPro service. The title pages are for non-Swedish
materials, which amount to 60 percent of the rescued
collection. The materials are in Danish, Dutch, English,
F i s h , French, German, Greek, Hebrew, Icelandic, Italian,
Latin, Norwegian, Portuguese, and Russian. As OCLC
completes its portion of the cataloging, the records are
provided via FTP through OCLC's MARC Subscription
Service to BTJ in h
a
'
,
Sweden. BTJ adds Swedish Library
Association classification codes and modiies the forms ofthe
names and un&rm titles that occur as access points to be in
strictacmrdmce wim Swedish library cataloging practice. The
recnds edited by BTJ will subsequentlybe downloaded to the
local database of the L i i p i n g Municipal Library and, at a
later po& tothe Swedishresearch libraries database, LIBRIS.
Once the work is complete, the records for the Old Collection
will be accessible and public.
Reference Senices

French andSpanish Inferfaces Are New FirstSearch Options
OCLC has releasedFrenchand Spanish language interfaces for
the eOCLC F i e a r c h senice. The new interfaces are the first
non-English interfaces offeTed i5r FiustSearch. Users now
choose an English, French, or Spanish interface, and all
meem, includiig Help, appear in the language selected. The
content of the French and Spanish screens is identical to the
English version. The databases are not -lared,
however.
Tbe French interface will benefit French-speaking F i e a r c h
users inFrance, Canada and Francophone countries, while the
Spanish interface is intended for users in Spain, Spanishspeaking Latin Americq and Hispanic communities in the
United States.

Facb On File WorldNewsDigestNow on FirstSearch
Eighteenyam ofthe Facts On Fie World News Digest is now
available on the OCLC FirstSearch service. Updated weeklx
the fill-text Facts On File database covers all aspects of the
news-U.S. and foreign politics, inmnafional affairs, the
environment, science, medicine and health, economics and
business, crime, education, social issues, accidents and
disasters, art and popular culture, sports, and deaths. Facts On
File editors use more than 100 of the world's top news sources
to create original, concise, authoritative stories written
spedhllyfor r e h . The 70,000-record database contains
the complete full text ofFacts On File since 1980. Hypertext
linking allows developments to be traced back in time through
see also references. The Facts On File World News Digest is
published by New York City-based Facts On File News
Services (http://www.facts.com), a PRIMEDIA company.
PRIMEDIA acquired Facts On Fie News Services in March
1996. Facts On F i e News Services is no longer connected
with Facts On Fie Inc., the book and CD-ROM publishers.

Electronic Collections Online Journal Licensing Program
Now W e r s One-Stop Shopping
OCLC's new Journal Licensing Program offers one-stop
shopping for elemonic subscriptions, access and archiving bf
titles available through the OCLC FiitSearch Electronic
Collections Online service. Now instiixtions can subscribe to
the elemonic version ofjournals available through Electronic
Collections Online directlywith OCLC and its a i a t e s at the
same time they open or renew their Access Accounts. OCLC
and its aflihtes will quote pricing and provide license terms
for electronicjournals, p m s subscription orders and provide
h%r;nieswith consolidated bill'mg for subscription, access and
archiving. The program complements the Electronic
Collectio~lsonline W i e d Partners P r o m through which
libraries license electronic journal content directly through
subscription agents. Electronic Collections Onlme allows
libraries to search across hundreds of journals fiom many
dierent publishers, using a single intenke and access point
Titles are available in many different subject areas, including
life and physical science, social science and the h d t i e s .
More information about Electronic Collections Online,
including a list of available journals, can be found at
http~/~~~.oclc.org!oc1wlnenu/ecohtm.

Electronic Collections Online Eapands Medical Content with
Major Publishers
Recent agreements with the BMJ Publishing Group, Marcel
Dekker, Project HOPE, aud the Royal Society of Medicine will
i n ~ the
e medical titles available through the OCLC
FustSearch Electronic Collections Onlime service. Some 15
publishers have contracted to provide more than 325 medical
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titles via the service. For libraries also using the OCLC
Firstsearch service,MEDLlNE records indexing many of these
titles are linked to the Electronic Collections Online Ml-text
articles. In all, over 1,400journals fiom 32 publishers are now
accessible or scheduled to be available soon through the
service. BMJ, the publishing arm of the British Medical
Assocklion, and OCLC will make the British Medical Journal,
one ofthe world's leading medicaljournals, available through
Electronic Collections Online. Electronic Collections Online
will also dishiiute 30 ofthe group's specialist clinicaljournals,
many ofwhich are leadingjournals in their fields. BMJ, based
in London, is noted for its innovative approach to journal
publishing and has been at the forefront ofthe evidence-based
medicine movement @t@J/www.bmj.com/). With headquarters in New York, Marcel Dekker is a privately held,
international publishing h n specializing in the scientific,
technical and medical fields. The firm publishes reference
books, textbooks, encyclopedias, journals and newsletters for
students, researchers and practitioners across a variety of
disciplines @tlp://www.dekker.com/). Project HOPE (Health
Opportunities for People Everywhere), publisher of Health
Affairs, is an international health education foundation.
Established in 1958, Project HOPE provides health policy
research and analysis, training for health care professionals,
andmultationsin health systems planning and development.
Health Affairs has offices in Bethesda, Maryland
@ttp:/iwww.proj%ope.org/).
Based in London, the Royal
Society of Medicine Press is the publications division of the
Royal Society of Medicine, a long-established postgraduate
medical society with a worldwide multidisciplinary and
multipro~onalmembeship(http://wwwxoysocmed.ac.ukl).

published conference reports, case law reports, and
bibliographies.
Resource Sharing

VALE Project to Provide Access to Electronic Resources
ThroughoutNew Jersey
V i a l Academic Library Environment (VALE) and OCLC
now provide public and independent colleges and universities
across New Jersey with seamless access to shsred elecironic
infbnm&onresou~ces.VALE information resources are being
made accessible to institutions throughout the state via the
World Wide Web through a common, customized search
interface using the OCLC Sitesearch suite of s o h e .
FundingfortheVALE project is being provided fiom the New
Jersey Higher Education Technology Mastructure Bond and
a grant fiomtheNew Jersey StateLibrary,along with matching
h d s fiom the participating institutions. To provide quick and
easy access to information resources, the VALE system is run
on two mirrored SUN server sites located at Rutgers
University's New Brunswick campus and at Seton Hall
Univers* in South Orange. More information on the VALE
project is available at http://www.valenj.org.
QUESTIONS & ANSWERS
Compiled by Jay Weitz
Q: I'm cataloging a CD with a fakeURL for a title and
am wondering exactly how to deal with it. An exact
transcription would be:

PsyclNFO Database Reloaded with Improvements
PqdNFO, the American Psychological Association's database
of over 1.5 million citations fiom scholarly literature in
psychology, the behavioral sciences and related disciplines, has
been reloaded on the OCLC FistSearch service to provide
more value to users of the database. In August 1998, OCLC
made thePsycINF0 database available on Firstsearch in tbree
versions, h m 1984to presenf fiom 1967+topresent and fiom
1887to present Subscribersto PsycINFO were automatically
converted to lhe version covering 1967 to date. New and
renewal PsyclNFO subscriiers should contact their regional
network, intanatid division or dism%morto discuss the new
options thesecbmges make available. PsycINFO now indexes
almost 1,400 periodicals written in more than 30 languages.
Its chapter and book coverage includes worldwide English
language material published fiom 1887 to the present. The
reloaded W a s e cantab more than 52,000 records for books
and almost 86,000 for book chapters, original research and
scholarly contributions to psychology, literature reviews,
reports of surveys, case shldies, theoretical discussions,

The typeface is perfectly uniform throughout. So, do tbe
line breaks separate words? Should the backslashes be
retained, wen though they would be used to distinguish
the statement of responsibility? I know that according to
AACIU, I do not have to transcribe punctuation exactly but are these symbols "pnnctuation" or computer eoding
or perhaps there is no difference (since punctuation is
coding for human language); I also know that if I put a
colon after "etsu" our indexing system t h i i that
everything after the colon is other title info (even without
the subfield *b GRRRR!). And regardless of how I
transcribe it, I know I'U put in plenty of added titles. My
impulse is pretty straightforward: "ETSU Wind Ensemble
@ CBDNA in concert, 3-1-1996.edu *h [sound
recordind."

-
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A: We're probably going to be seeing a lot more of these
"clever" imitation URLs as the Web further idltmtes our
culture. This particular one seems to be c o m b i i andim
confusing
the
URL
convention
of
"access
method-colon-slash-slash" with the e-mail address convention
thatincludes the "at" sign and "dot-edu". LCKI 1.1B1 offers a
little guidance on how to treat punctuation that, in other
m,
would be ISBD. Ifii is possible (and does not violate
sense) to keep the spaces smounding the punctuation in
question closed up, there is no problem. Remember that most
ISBD punctuation (certajnly the wlon and the slash) would
have blank spaces on each side. That being said, I would
ixauscribe the titie almost exactly as it appears:
245 00 etsu://wind ensemble@cbdnain.concert 3.1.1996.edu
i h [sound recording].
Although I fhd nothing in AACR2 or the rule interpretations
to tell us how to treat line breaks, I have chosen to retain as
spaces those breaks that serve to separate words (between
'%wind"
and "ensemble" and between "mncert" and the numeric
date), but to close up the space between the "at" sign and
"cbdna" to follow the electronic address convention. If you
transcribed it this way (and there is no one ''correct"
transcription, of course), providing a 246 with all the spaces
closed up might be wise. As you've indicated, any number of
additional 246s could be appropriate (including your own
transcription impulse), but try to use discretion (as well as
LCRI21.30.l).
Follow-up Q: Upon reflection and careful perusal of
AACR2, I had changed my mind and tentatively
transcribed the title as you suggested, except witbout the
line breaks @IIBan added title WITH breaks the reverse
of what you suggested, actually). My reasoning behind
this was that URL and email addresses wouldn't have
breaks, so a "faux-URL" address wouldn't either. Does
this make sense to you or would you still include the line
breaks?

-

Follow-up A: Your solutionmakesjust as much sense as mine.
Maybe even a biimae, sinceyou are being more faithfiil to the
conventionsfor electronic addresses, whereas I am still a slave
to the English language. E i e r alternative seems perfectly
acceptable to me. One thing I had neglected to mention,
especially if you choose to go with no breaks, was that you
might optionally want to include some sort of 500 note
explainingthe
ofthe Me. This would be in the spirit
ofLCRI l.OE, perhaps something like, 'Title is presented as a
pseudo-Uniform Resource Locator."
Q: I'm team-teaching a workshop in sound recording
cataloging next month and was doublecheckhg some
things in BF&S. Somethmg seems wrong with "DtSt," p.

B E 2 5 in the precedence table a t the top for singlepart
items. Value "s" for single date is ABOVE values "p" and
"t"
Mq".
How can that be? I'll swear that the
precedence order used to be "r," then "p," then "t," then
"q," and if none of those applied, you were left with "sn.
With the current order in BF&S, if there was a single date
in the 260, you'd never get to "pp having been stopped by
"s." What I want to tell the folks--and how I've trained
people here--is once you've Bnished the description and
have all the dates lined up, look 6rst for an "P
relationship and record it in DtSt. If the item is not a
reissue, look then for a "pn relationship and record it in
DtSt Ifthere's no 518, then look a t the 260 for a "t" or a
"q" relationship, and record them. (I'm not absolntely
certain whether 't" has precedence over "q" or the other
way around, from what I remember of the precedence
order, and the "t"Pqn precedence is what sent me to
BF&S to begin with.) No "t" or "q", then you have's."
Am I all wet?
A: That table of precedence comes straight fiom USMARC
(008106-14), but it is only superficially*rent
than it used to
be. The revisions were inspired by Format Integration's
introduction of that beloved little "u" character (or more
correctly, its expansion beyondthe Serials format). The "u,"
you11recall,substitutes for missing digits in a date. This meant
that the single date code "s" would be used even more often
than previously, especially when you encountered the
nm-ofthepublishiug-mill uncertain date that used to be coded
as Date Type "q" (for instance, our old favorites of the ilk
"[199-?I"; doesn't the imminent prospect of "[2OO-?I" just give
you chills of anticipation?). That's why code "q" had its rank
bus2ed;now*
it's used mostlyfor those relatively sequent
dates qlicitly expressed as 1111ce1tain ranges (in AACR2
1.4F7, "[between 1946 and 19551") and those that are
conjectural trauslations of non-Gregorian dates (in AACR2
l.4F1, "5730 [I969 or 19701"). In fact, ifyougo backto an
old OCLC format document, you'll notice that value "q" was
divided: The top ranking was for 'Questionable date (when
Date 1 lacks digits in imprint)" and the lower ranking filth in
the list of seven, was for 'Questionable date (except when Date
1 lacks digits)." That first use of "q" would now be coded "s"
and the second use is how "q" is mostly used now. When you
remove that top "q" fiom the old table of precedence, it is
almost exactly the same as the current table (except for a few
new codes, the factthatthe old '%" is now "t," and that "t" and
"q" have switched places near the bottom). Setting aside the
table itseE though you would still determine the code to use
the same way you always did (or should have), pretty much as
you've described it Consider all the pertinent dates associated
with an item, determine their relationships to the others and
their bibliographic sigilicance, and only then look at the table
of precedence to see which relationship of which dates is
considered the most important. If you've got more than one
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bibliographically significant date associated with the item,
you're probably not going to use "s" regardless ofwhere that
value ranks.
Q: In BF&S, field 041, p. 0:98 subfield input standards a t
the top, subfield *a is shown as mandatory (for VIS,
COM, SCO, REC only). Subfield 4d is only required if
applicable. Ah,sinceREC does not use subfield *a, using
subfield *d in its place, should subfield 9d be mandatory
for REC? I'm a little h a y on the meaning of "Required
ifapplicable." The text for 041 seems to be saying that if
I have a libretto or other aeeompanying material, say, in
a CD booklet, I have to code 041. Catalogers aren't doing
that; everyone is acting as if everything but subfields *a
(or *d for REC) as optional, including me. Are all of us
all wet?
A: "Only mandatory for VIS, COM, SCO, REC" really is
misleading, a legacy of OCLC's split of the single USMARC
"Music" format into the two formats, Scores and Sound
Recordings. Ifwe lo& at USMARC (Appendix A, p. 9) we
read of 041 subfield *a, "Only Mandatory if applicable for
Computerik, Music, and Visual materials!' My guess is that
we translated USMARC's 'Music"format into OCLC's SCO
and REC withcuttfiinking it through entirely. Both USMARC
and BF&S make clear elsewhere that you don'tuse 041
subfield +a in sound recording records. Subfield *d is
"Required if applicable" rather than mandatory for sound
recordings because so many recordings don't have a sung or
spoken text associated with them, all instrumental recordings,
for example. Now "Required ifapplicableor readily available"
is a multifaceted standard.
As
n. xii or
.- BF&S (
v . --http://www.oclc.org/oclc/bib/abouthrm~aboutin rhe online
version) puts i t "Data is readily available 6om: (1) The item in
hand; (2) Other bibliographic records in the Online Union
Catalog; (3) OCLC AuthorityFile records. Data is applicable
if (1) A A W 1988 rev. instructs you to enter the data when
it applies; (2) It is necessaty to justify the existence of an added
entry ( A A W 1988 rev. rule 2129); (3) It is essential for
efficient access to, or effective processing of;records!' Ifyou
are cataloging a sound recording that has only one language
associated with it (that is, spokedsung text, printed
texulibretto, notes, etc. all in a single language without any
trauslations being involved anywhere), the language coded in
the fixed field is enough and you can dispense with the 041 all
together. Ifthere is no meaningfit1Ianguage code in the fixed
field because the recording is instrumental (Lang: N/A), for
instauce,and there is some 0 t h language associated with the
item such as the language of program notes that are mentioned
in notes, field 041 would be required in an I-Level record.
Regardless ofthe contents ofthe language fixed field, ifthere
is more than one language or a translation associated with any
language aspect of the item (that is, spokedsung text, printed
texttlibretto, notes, etc.), an I-Level record would need field
~

I

041 if those language aspects were mentioned in notes or
elsdere. Many catalogers do neglect to input field 041 when
it would be requid man I-Level record (for Core-kvel sound
~
&
~
odysubfields
~
d
s Sd and
, *h would be required
ifapplicable), but this is substandard. Ifit's worth mentioning
in a note or elsewhere, it's worth coding correctly. Although
you may not be all wet, you might want to start pricing
dehumidifiers.
Q: Say you have a sound recording containing two
symphonies and one opera overture, an written by the
same composer. Would the collective uniform title be
"Orchestra music Selections" (assuming he or she had
written more for tbis medium than these three pieces) or
"Selections"? The latter considers the overture part of a
vocal work, hence overriding the medium. I seem to
remember a rule about this, but I might be wrong. Please
refer me to the rnle or rule interpretation, ifit does exist.
A: As %I as I have been able to determine, there is no AACRZ
Rule, LCRI, or MCD that directly addresses the question
(which is wbat yours boils down to): Is an orchestral overture
to a vocal work considered an o r c h e d work or an excerpt
Corn a vocal work? AACR2 25.34 deals with collective
uniform titles; I find only one tiny hint, taken shamelesslyand
inexemably out of context, that sheds any light In the little
introductory'paragraph to MCD 25.34%2534C, it states in
part Tor excerpts eom one work, treat each excerpt the same
as a separate work
But ifyou think about it, that sort of
makes sense. Given a miscellaneous collection of; say,
marches taken *om all marma of compositions by a single
composer (independently composed marches, marches fiom
suites, etc), a collective uniform title that began with the word
"Maches" would not be surpris'mg. That's a roundabout way
ofsuggestingthat'YXch~music.Selections" sounds correct
for the recording of two symphonies and overhue you've
invented. M e r a little searching, I found an LC record of that
exact desaiption (91-761850Nr94; OCLC #25089409)
containing two symphonies (numbers 4 and 5) and an opera
overture ("Maskarade') by Carl Nielsen, with the collective
unifam title "Orchestramusic. ik Selections", confirming the
guess. A few other similar collections cataloged by LC are
tmhi likewise. So, althoughthere doesn? appear to be strict
chaptaand verse, it lodes like excerpts from larger works may
be treated as independent compositions when collective
uniform titles are being formulated.

...."

Q: OCLC#37007224 is a recording of Die Meistersinger.
It basically seems to match what we have, with three
problems: (1) 246: There is no such title on my CD, on
the label or anywhere else; (2) 260 +b: "London" is
dearly the label on my CD; Decca does appear in tiny
letters as the copyright (Le., phonogram) holder; (3) 300
*a: The container of my CD has a clearly stated tots1 time
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of 255 min., 26 sec, in pretty big letters; rounding up to
260 seems unusual. The 028s match, recorded date is
same, e t c I guess most troubling is that "When to Input
a New Record" guidelines don't eonsider variant
titles-they used to be in a 500 note, affer all. But a variant
title that just ISN'T THERE seems like a good reason to
make the record new.

Q: Please bear in mind that this query comes from
someone who isn't a USMARC user. As applied to Chopin
and Beethoven (to take a couple of examples a t random),
presumably we mnld all agree that the
catalogue~eonstructeduniform title "Piano music %k
Selections" is a "collective title" since AACR 2534C1 (the
specific chapter and verse) is a paragraph within 2534,
Collective tities The USMARC field for collective uniform
titles is 243. It says so in the format. Why then do
USMARC users seem to nse 240 for "Piano music. %k
Selections" and for other similar collective uniform titles
(i.e. I'm not talking about "Works," etc)? Can anyone
point to chapter and verse e x p l a i g the logic, justi@hg
the decision, or even documenting the same? There's
nothing in the LCRIs (whieh seems fair enough), and the
MCDs simply provide examples of nse, without explaining
how or why the cbding was arrived a t UKMARC binds
the format mueh more closely to the cataloging code, and
we would exped to input all types of collective title in the
same field. Splitting diEerent types of collective uniform
titles seems, on the face of it, "wrong;" so does miEing two
different concepts in the one field (240). And as for
breaking the link between AACR2 and the carrier of the
data (the MARC format) in such an apparently cavalier
manner, well,.. OK, so I exaggerate slightly, but if it
provokes some explanation, perhaps it will have been
worth it.

A: My inclination would be to say that the label ditference
alone would justifya new rewrd. The history is convoluted, as
you can imagine @U canget a flavorlflavourfiom the "Decca"
and ' b Warticles in theNew Grove Jazz), but the (British)
DeccaRemrd Compauymyseans to market its records in the U.S.
and Japrm under the London label at least. Decca and London
discs often use the same publisher number, just to c o h e
t h i s M e r . (For some reason, l'm reminded of the old
Helhnaon's mayonnaise labels when I was growing up in New
Jersey. In h e print there was a note that said something lke,
"West of the Rockies, Hellmann's is known as Best Foods
Mayomake. Its the same fine product." Of course, when was
thelasttimeyouhadtocatalogajarofmayo?) W h y t h e w
would be different,I cau only guess. Your London disc has the
total time prominently displayed on the container. One
wonders ifthe Decca version didn't have the times totaled, and
ifrounding up over the course of four discs might not account
for the he.
Then again, they do tend to take things more
slowlyontheotherside of the pond The presence or absence
of a possibly titlelike thing such as "Solti 50 goldenj ~ l e e e e '
could be another caroborating factor in the decision. In shorf
A: Although I am not aware of any rationale for this practice
rd say a new rewrd is jusaed.
in USMARC itseIf, the Library of Congress's 'Music Fie
@&-Update Manual" (compiled by Richard H Hunter of LC
Q: I'm cataloging a children's sound recording that has
and wed internally at LC) excludes field 243 entieiy. Under
five musical numbers and four narrated stories. What
the description for field 240, there is a note that reads: "Field
type would you use, an "i" or a "j?" Also if you used a
243 (Collective Uniform Title) is not used in records created
"j," what would you place in the "Comp" field, "sg" or
by the Library of Congress. Collective uniform titles are
"mu?"
contained in field 240. Ifa 243 field in an imported record
contains a correct AACR2 unifo~nltitle, the field should be
A: You should choose the Twe Code for the predominant
changedto240." OCLC has chosen to follow LC's lead in this
format. l'm guessing that it's musical ('S"j, but the actual
instance. My suspicion is thatthe 240/243 split goes back to
timings of the five songs versus the four stories may be the
the early days ofUSMARC. Many such distinctions thatwere
dekminkg factor. Whichever choice you make, you can add
expectedto be imporkmoruseM someday were built in to the
afield 006 forthe other, allowing you to code the Composition
MARC formats but turned out to be more unwieldy than
fixed field for the songs and the TTxt" fixed field for the
help6lt @emember the 700/705 and 710/715 splits, with the
stories. Even a single item can exhibit aspects of different
7x5 fields limited to paforem?) Remember too, that back in
bibliographic formats: those "enhanced" CDS that have both
the days of catalog cards, collective uniform titles were
sound recording and computer file aspects are a prime
supposed to file in fiont of specific uniform titles, so the 243
example. The 006 field would be optional inthe case ofyour
may have been a means to achieve this filing distinction by
item, ofcourse, but would allow you to code for both the songs
machine. In the post-card era,we've lost that d i i e n c e and so,
and thestories. Oulyifthe musical numbers w a e not all songs
the need for the separately fielded collective uniform title.
might you code 'Comp" arrjthing other rhan "sg? Since the
stories are not music& they would not have a Composition
Code.
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Q: We have several cards for scores with imprints like
this: "Wien, A. Diabelli & Comp., Graben No. 1133
[1846?] PL no.8389." Does that "Graben No." mean
anything to you? Should it be entered in the 260, or
somewhere else, or not a t all?
A: Though f i e never seen that before, my guess is tbat here
''GrabenNo." means "engravingno." I would have thought that
meant 'plate number," but since you also have a plate number
mpur example, p u should treat it as another music publisher
number. Put the notation in a 500 note and add a field 02813for the number, with the publisher in subfield $b.
Q: We are cataloging several CDS of pieces by Fritz
Kreisler. We have the Lochner biography of Kreisler,
which includes a thematic catalog of works composed and
arranged by him. One of the CDS has two minuets; the
first "by Porpora" and the second "by Psgnani." Both
are of course by Kreisler himself; these are two of the
many pieces he origiudiy passed off as being composed by
earlier composers when in fact they are new compositions
by himself. There is an authority record for the
"Porpora" minuet (no97009244). The uniform title is set
up as "Minuets, violin, piano, D major" with
cross-references to variations on "Menuet in the style of
Porpora." The problem is that BOTH the "Porpora" and
the "Pugnani" pieces are minuets, for violin and piano, in
D major. The institution that created the authority record
cited the Loehner book, but apparently failed to notice
that the uniform title wodd match two completely
different pieces, both of which are listed in the Lochner
book. My second question is: What's the best way to
handle an authority m r d tbat seems wrong? Seems I've
heard lots of alternatives and fmd I don't know who to
contact. My third question is how do I h d out what
institution corresponds to a particular NUC symbol? We
no longer have the paper copy of OCLC institutions listed
by NLTC symbol, and on the OCLC web page section
where you can search for participating institutions, there
is no way to search by NUC symbol. My fourth question
is howone would distinguish tBese two pieces. Locally, we
could choose tomake the distinctive titles ("Menuet in the
style of Porpora" and "Menuet in the style of Pugnani")
the authorized headings. But that defeats the luxury of
the shared authoriw file, if you're just going to ignore it!
Besides, we'd make a cross-reference for the "generic"
title, and would still have to distinguish them. I actually
had a brainstorm on distinguishingthem--Rule 2530E1,
which flows you to q d i t j t otherwiseidentical headings by
date of composition,publication, or "any other identifying
element." I thought of qualifying by who Kreisler
ascribed the piece to, namely,

Music O

Minuets, vioh, piano, D major (Porpora)
Minuets, violin, piano, D major (Pugnani)

I thought that was rather inventive! Maybe put quotes
around the names. IfI were to go this route, or something
similar I might NU across in the future, how would that
qualiBer be subfielded? When one qualifies by date,
subfield 'n' is used. But when qualifying by "any other
element (e.g., piace of publication)" what subfield code
would be used? I did check Music Coding and Tagging
under 240 and didn't find any examples.
A: Let's try to take these one at a time. When youGe got a
c d c t s u c h asthis or an otherwise incorrect authorityrecord,
you should report it directly to Deta Davis at LC
(ddav@loc.gov) with any appropriate documentation or
evidence. In the Participating Institutom search screen
(httpJllwww.oclc.orgioclc/fomIpisearch.hhn) you can enter
an NUC symbol into the "Any Field, Any Text" box and get
results. You may get multiple hits, but itls easy enough to
distinguish the NUC hit fiom the others. Although I've got
New Ctrove available, I don? reallyhave enough information to
sayhow one would
the two minuets in question For
instance, what are the hest edition titles? Judging by AACR2
2530E1, the dates of composition would be the h t choice. I
think that qualifying by the composer in whose style it was
W e n , as you've suggested, might be ingenious but according
to the same rule, would imply that the parenthetical name is
that oftbe fist publisher. Most such parenthetical descriptive
words or phrases would not be separately subfielded; this is
covered in Music Coding and Tagging at the bottom ofp. 133
and following But ifthe q&er is a date used as a number to
distinguish otherwise identical uniform titles, it would go in
subfield *n (see MCAT p. 137).
Follow-up Q: I was thinking I might be able to retire
before I had to ask this question. How are we peons
supposed to find out the title on the manuscript or first
edition? I would solve my Kreisler minuet problems and
hundreds of others if I could devise a way to follow
2527A1 and discover "the composer's original title in the
language in which it was presented." Without access to
anything that would give the composer's title, we rely on
secondary sources. For Kreisler, New Grove does not list
titles. The Lochner book seems the best there is as far as
general availability. It does not even have incipits for
everything; some pieces are just listed with who knows
where the title came from. Looking through the authority
file on his works in OCLC, most records (largely by LC)
choose the generic form as the authorized one, with the
disfinctive title (ag., Preciense in the style of Couperin) as
a cross-reference. But there are a couple records where
the distinctive title was chosen (e.g., Rondiio uber ein
Thema von Beethoven) with the generic one as the
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cross-referenee. Most authority records quote the
Locbner book as the citation. Looks like LC isn't having
much more luck than I am in deciding which title was
Kreisler's and in what language. Or am I mksing
something everyone else knows. Besides RISM and
occasionanyCD liner notes or the Forward to a score, how
do you Jhd the composer's original title, except as liltered
through a reLerence source?
A: For titles of first editions, I think we rabble generallyrely
on thematic CaTalogs, many @ut not all) of which try to give
some sort of publication history, often with title page
Uansuiptions. For many (but not all) composers, New Grove
does actdybyto give wigid titles, so sometimes other sorts
ofsecondatysources such as encyclopedias, RISK etc. can be
useful. Kreisler is a sort of special case because of his
half-joking attempts to pass off what were actually his own
compositions as arrangements he made of existing classic
pieces. That would mean that the "first editions" of most of
these Kreisler works are deliberately misleading presenting
Kreisler as the arranger, with Padre Martini, Francoeur,
Couperin, or some other muspecting dead white male as the
composer. Hire's myguess, based on a check of same of these
Kreisler authority records and without bene& of access to
Lochner. The uniform titles in the generic form of ' T p e of
composition, medium, key" ("Andantino," "Siciliano," etc.)
seem to be among those Kreisler joke "arrangements"that had
a w e of composition in their titles. Those Kreislerjokes that
had more distinctive titles ("Chanson Louis Xm and pavane,"
"Chasse," 'Recieuse," 'Reghiera,'' etc.) were given the more
distinctive uniform titles. And those that were first published
explicitly"in the style of' or as 'based on a theme by" (that is,
those =ler
did not tryto pass off as composed by someone
else and simply arranged by him) received those distinctive
titles ("Rondino uber ein Thema vonBeethoven," "Schem in
the style of Dittersdorf," "Variationen uber ein Thema van
CoreUi") based on the language of those first editions. Of
course, I could be reading too much into those notes in the
a u t h d y m d s . So, do you have your Individual Retirement
Account in order?
PROGRAM FOR COOPERATNE CATALOGING
POLICY COMMITTEE
Report on the November 1998 Meeting
Jennifer Bowen, Eastmau School of Musie
NMF' representalive to the PCC Policy Committee
.As one of two NACO representatives to the Program for
Cooperative Cataloginp's Policy Committee (representing the
NACO Music Project), I atIended the Policy Committee's
annualmeheld November 12-13,1998, at the Libraryof
Congress. The meeting was chaired by Sally Sinn, National
AgricultureLibrary.
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PCC Standing/Operations CommitteeActivities
The Policy Committee ('%Co") discussed several issues of
concern presented by the Chairs of the PCC Standing and
Operations Committees:
Automation Comminee (Karen Calhoun, Chair)
1. Real-time record upload into both utiliSies. Currently
real-timeupload is available in RLIN via 239.50. Options for
OCLC libraries include usiy the forrhcoming version (1.10
early 1999) ofthe Cataloging MicroEnhancer ( C a m ) , which
will allow import of a bibliographic @ut not authority) record
creafed in a local system to a work€orm in CatME. The record
can then be edited and uploaded to OCLC in real-time,
generating a cataloging credit. Orher OCLC options include
using the Cataloger's Toolkit developed by Gary Strawn or
uskgthe OCLC Z39!50 catalogiug option, which is now in use
in a few libraries. However, existing OCLC records cannot be
updated in real-time using this last option.

-

To linther %litate sharing ofPCC program records, RLG has
offered to provide server space for libraries to contribute new
BIBCO records so that they can be loaded into W.
2. MachimePmposed Authorities. RLG will provide an
authority record generator akin to the macro available on
OCLC sometime in early 1999.
3. Batch Loadii Task Force. Batchloading ofPCC program
records is "on hold" at OCLC until after developers complete
work onthe YZKproject. At this time, OCLC has no plans to
change its pricing structureto allow N 1 cataloging credits for
batchloaded rewrds. The overlay of existing records will be
a fiaure enhancement for now this "lock and replace" can be
done using CatME. PCC records will be treated by OCLC in
the same place in the overlay hierarchy as I11-DLC records.
RLCr is i n W in being able to pick up batch CatME Eles as
well, and asked the Task Force to look into the feasibiity of
this.

-

4. Fubne concerns. The Automation Cammiltee will put a high
priaiityupon lobbyiog localsqstem vendors to fo11ow standards
for record import/export.
Standor& Committee (Joan Schuitema Chair)
1. Research Models. The Committee has completed two
research models for evaluation of the impact of core records
upan origioalcatalogkg and upon copy cataloging. These will
be posted to the PCC Web page to try to encourage their use.
Athird model, to evaluatethe care record's impact upon library
users, is on hold for now.
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2. CC:DA. Joan Schuitema has begun to serve as the PCC
representative to CC:DA, and will bring topics of mutual
interest to the mention of PCC.
3. Core Record implementation at LC. Standards Committee
voiced concerns about the wording of LC's auuouncement of
their planned implementation of the core standard In
pintiah, there is concernthatthe discussion o f E s targeting
of certain CIP records for "core" cataloging will result in
conkion about the concepls ofCIP and Core (i.e. a CIP record
cannot be "corecOre'while
it is a CIP record). LC will only put an
042/pcc in the record once it becomes a core record.

Update on LC ILS Implementation (Barbara Tillett)
LC's target date for going "live" on their new Voyager system
is October 1999. TilleitwamedPoComembers that catalogers
should be prepared to see many updated bibliographic and
authorilyrecords &athe implementation as LC beg& to use
Voyager's global change capabilities. LC will also then begin
to do more cataloging ofelectronic resources. M e r the system
migration,it is also hoped that NACO and SAC0 contributions
can be facilitated for program members. The CONSER
database will reside in the Voyager system.

Review of PCC Tactical Plan
4. BIBCO in new form&. While OCLC has a quality-control
struoture already in place (Enhance)for libraries contributing
BIBCO records in new formats, RLG does not. To address
W,the Stamdadsand Training Committees will draft a policy
under which a l l BIBCO participants can apply for the
opportunitytobegin contributing BBCO records in additional
formats.
Training Committee (Joan Swanekamp, Chair)
The Committee will participate in the ALA Summit on
Education in May 1999. The fist two Cataloging Now!
institutes have been well-received. The Committee is now
looking at revising the content to include more on non-book
formats, and to find additional ways to serve the needs of
support staff. PoCo discussed several possible h e sites for
the Institutes, suoh as Cleveland, Philadelphia, and the West
Coast Another Series Training Institutewill be scheduled for
March 1999.
BIBCO Operations Committee (Ana Cristan, Chair)
WhiletheBIBCO program did not meet its intended goals this
past year, preliminary studies at Comell and UCLA have
indicated that by using the core standard it is possible to have
fewer people creating the same number of bibliographic
records. Columbia had an initial drop in productivitj when
implementing BIBCO, but then an increase. Topics for the
BIBCO At-Large meeting at Midw'mter will include quality
control and policies for establishingCutter numbers.

PoCo members discussed the PCC tactical plan in detail,
updating the plan for the next five year. The updated plan will
be avaiiable on the PCC website at http:/Acweb.loc.gov/
catdir/pcc/tacticalplan.himl. The biggest substantive change
to the Plan was the dropping ofthe PCC goal of facilitatingthe
exchange ofprogram records between OCLC and RLG. M e r
five years of efforts, it is clear that this goal is not feasible. A
statement about this issue is available on the PCC Website at
http:/Acweb.loc.gov/catd'r/p~~irecexchang.
Other Issues
1. Michael Kaplan (Indiana University) was elected the next
Chair ofthe PCC Policy Committee.
2. KarenMuller (kZIJTS) presented an opportunity for PCC .to
participate in satelite distance-learning programming at no
costto thePCC. She will investigate with the vendor on PCC's
behalf.
3. The Policy Committee also began discussions of how to
systematicallymarket various PCC products (such as training
materials and automation capabilities) both to PCC members
and to others.
4. The spring meetings of the BIBCO and CONSER
Gpaations Committees will be held on April 22 and 23 at LC.

CONSER Operations Committee (Jean Hirons, Chair)
The proposed changes to AACR being developed for the
AACR Joint Steering Committee are in progress: a report of
the broad issues will be sent to the JSC soon, while actual rule
revisions will be developed later. Electronic serials pose many
problems forCONSER members, especially large "aggregator
databases" such as ABI Inform and Periodical Abstracts.
Several possible approaches were discussed; this problem will
be discussed at ALA's Cataloging Management Discussion
Group at the 1999 Midwinter meeting. A new Serials
Training Rogram is being developed; training materials will be
sold by CDS.
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